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History of national language policy in NZ
• Maybe 45 years???? (Kaplan 1993/1994)
• Aoteareo: Speaking for ourselves 1992
• Human Rights Commission - throughout 2000s
• Royal Society of New Zealand - 2013 
Discursively different move here was to link superdiversity with the need to 
have national level planning around language and culture across policy 
spectrum – not just in education field
1992 – Language Policy Framework
Never adopted

The Australian National Languages Policy 1987
(Lo Bianco 1987, 2002)
• The overarching justifications of the NPL were expressed as four Es:
• Enrichment: representing intellectual and cultural enrichment, for 
individuals and for the wider society;
• Economics: facilitating trade and commercial relations, with a special 
emphasis on the Asian region, but not neglecting Europe and other parts of 
the world;
• Equality: representing enhanced social and educational participation and 
opportunity for immigrant and indigenous communities and for speakers of 
non-standard varieties of English as well as for users of Australian Sign 
Language and for those students with language disabilities;
• External: facilitating strategic responses to diplomatic, commercial and 
security interests. 
Policy developments after Aoteareo
• 1992 draft policy presented (Waite, 1992)  – abandoned in 1993
• Separate Ministry policies and initiatives followed particularly in Min of Ed
• Curriculum stocktake report 2002 (Ministry of Education, 2002)
• New national curriculum in 2007 including Learning Languages as a new ‘strand’ (Ministry of Education, 2007)
• Adult ESOL Strategy  2002 (Ministry of Education, 2002)
• English in  the workplace initiatives (Guy & Harvey, 2013)
• Developments in Te Reo Māori including  Māori Languages Strategy 2014 (Te Puni Kōkiri, 2014)
• Developments in NZSL – New Zealand Sign Language 2006
• Pacific Languages Framework (Ministry of Pacific Island Affairs, 2012)
• Ten million dollars for Asian languages in schools over five years (Ministry of Education, 2014)
• BUT overall an uncoordinated and uneven effect….
2000s - Human Rights Commission and 
language policy
Priorities in the implementation of a national languages policy are to:
• Establish an appropriate coordinating and monitoring mechanism for 
language policy and identify lead organisations for specific language and 
sector strategies
• Develop and maintain strategies for the identified languages and sectors
• Promote cooperation and sharing between agencies and communities in 
the development of strategies, resources and services
• Promote positive public attitudes to language diversity and increase the 
number of people learning languages
• Train and support more teachers of languages
• Develop resources to support language learning and use.
Languages of Aotearoa (RSNZ, 2013)
Paper outlined the major language issues in New Zealand: 
• The position of the statutory languages of New Zealand, Te Reo Māori and New Zealand Sign 
Language. 
• Access to English for the whole community. 
• Consideration of the many languages used by the people of New Zealand
• Language capabilities required in a super-diverse society. 
• The importance of language capacity in international trade connections. 
• The ability for contemporary research to aid examination into language practice in society. 
• The fragmented nature of language policies within New Zealand society and the opportunities for 
a national, unified approach – a national languages policy. 
Already a robust research base from which to act.
• Revived interest in a national languages policy for New Zealand.
• Fuelled by a realisation that our greater ethnic and linguistic diversity brings with 
it a responsibility to ensure that the linguistic needs and rights of all citizens are 
met equitably
• Young New Zealanders, in particular, need a greater range of linguistic and 
intercultural repertoires to meet the challenges and opportunities of our 
multilingual region, and globalisation more generally. 
• A comprehensive national languages policy would need to attend to both these 
multifaceted issues as well as other important language-related matters like the 
revitalisation of Māori, across all policy fields. 
RSNZ paper impact
Hon Hekia Parata, Education Minister in a letter to Dame Tariana Turia, co-leader of Maori party in 
2013: 
“The paper launched by the Royal Society on “Languages in Aotearoa New Zealand” is and 
interesting and informative summary of the wide range of issues for languages in our country. While 
it discusses the place of education, both in the maintenance of languages and raising student 
achievement, it also identifies important benefits both to individuals and to wider society.” (Parata
H., 03 April 2013)
Peer-reviewed research (scholarly articles, book chapters, theses, commissioned reports, etc.)
Mass-media – television, radio, newspaper, social media, press releases 
Ngā Reo o Tāmaki Makaurau (Auckland Languages Strategy)


“Our futures: Te Pae Tāwhiti”
(Royal Society of New Zealand, 2014)
Superdiversity Centre - SD stocktake announced in NZ
• Superdiversity Stocktake*
• Mai Chen (2015)
• “A superdiverse society is one with over 100 ethnicities, or where more than 
25% of the population was born overseas.”
• Purpose: 
• Conduct stocktake of key statistics and analysis, studies and surveys to help Government, business, 
organisations and New Zealanders transition to the country’s rapidly changing demographic profile
• Eight key challenges as we transition to superdiversity:
• Maintaining social cohesiveness and sense of nationhood;
• Discrimination against the diverse;
• Maximising the economic opportunities of superdiversity;
• Democratic and constitutional ramifications, including to electoral law;
• The place of Māori in a superdiverse society;
• Extremism;
• Preserving our transparent and anti-corrupt business and government culture; and
• State sector response.
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Things to consider: 
• Want to see an enabling rather than a constraining languages  policy – one that expands and 
develops peoples’ linguistic and communicative repertoires
• How do we draft a policy that can handle complexity, diversity, dynamism and change?
• Need a policy that sees our language ecology in Aotearoa/NZ as constitutive of who we are when 
‘we’ is forever changing
• Can the government systemically manage a comprehensive languages policy?
• (Where would a languages policy be located)? 
• What would the job/s of such a policy be? E.g. equity and access for all/ preserving linguistic 
diversity/cosmopolitan citizenship? All of these things?
• What would the policy components/domains of a languages policy be?
• Can we imagine and enact something really ‘productive’ (Foucault) within  the neoliberal state?
• Could the job of a national languages policy be to provide a frame for having national scale 
language, diversity and equity focussed conversations – where these terms relate to everyone.
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